
STRUCTURE OF BENZENE

INTRODUCTION:
Benzene is an aromatic compound. Its molecular formula is C6 H6. It can be obtained from 

organic sources e.g. coal tar, petroleum and other nature.

STRUCTURE OF BENZENE:
The molecular formula of Benzene is C6 H6 which reveals that benzene is a highly unsaturated 

hydrocarbon. But when benzene is allowed to under go addition reactions in normal conditions then no 
reaction take place, while it gives substitution reactions in the presence of catalyst.

       Room temp

C6 H6 + H2          No reaction
         FeCl3

C6 H6 + H2          C6 H5 Cl
       (Chloro benzene)

This attitude shows that benzene is a saturated hydrocarbon rather than unsaturated 
hydrocarbon.

In 1865 a German scientist Kekule proposed the ring structure of benzene with alternating 
double bonds.
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This ring structure of benzene have some problems that it also could not define the behaviour 
of benzene. Kekule also suggested that in benzene, because all carbon have equal apportunity so this 
double bond can change its position this phenomenon is known as resonance.

Due to this resonance this double bond is not present at fixed position so it does not give 
addition reaction. In benzene all carbon are same that’s why its give substitution reaction.

In 1872 kekule also proposed that each carbon in benzene are in vibration and due to which 
each carbon-carbon pair has a double bond half of the time and a single bond half of the time. That’s 
why we show benzene in above two resonating structures.

BAYER AND ARMSTRONG SUGGESTION:
In 1892 two scientist Bayer and Armstrong proposed their Armstrong-Bayer Centric formula 

they said that in benzene each fourth valency of carbon is direction toward centre. This idea did not 
find much support.
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